Fully automated bath management system

Bathomatic closes the drain and fills the bath to predetermined depth and temperature adding scents and bubbles. It prevents flooding and scalding while saving water and energy.

The filling process is microprocessor-controlled and the pre-set temperature and depth are always achieved, regardless of temperature and pressure fluctuations of the incoming water or bathroom temperature.
Luxurious and environmentally friendly are no longer mutually exclusive

Bathomatic eco incorporates an in-line pump and heater, which maintain the water at a constant temperature for any length of time, without letting water out while Bathomatic eco ultimate further the SPA experience by adding scents and bubbles.

The easy to use touch screen interface has a minimalist white or black all glass fascia suitable for installation in steam environments. The standard size measures only 87mm x 87mm x 3mm (3.43” x 3.43” x 0.16’’).

Optional customisation allows the user interface to blend to any bathroom scene with custom background and graphics colour schemes, additional functions and more.

3D Touch - no larger than a hockey puck (Ø74mm x 18mm) it gives waterproof touch another dimension. The functional touch buttons on the face select depth, temperature or presets and with the 3D rotary slider one can alter their values if needed. It works similarly to the turning of an amplifier knob with the difference that nothing moves apart from your fingers. You slide up to five fingers around the edge of the interface clockwise or counter clockwise for control of temperature/flow as well as other parameters.

Automation system, smart phones, PC and tablets control

Bathomatic comes with optional LAN interface for control from any location via your Home Computer Network. There are native smart phone applications and modules for the major home automation systems. Some of these are available on our web site, Crestron and Apple Store.

Temperature and depth control

The water in the bath is monitored in the patented drain assembly, which is equipped with depth and temperature sensor, circulatory intake and optional filler. Regardless of where the bath is filled from Bathomatic knows how much water is in the bath and how warm it is at any given time.

Easy to install and set up

Bathomatic can be added to any bathtub: new or retro-fitted including whirlpools by a competent plumber. The system requires hot and cold water supplies, electrical power and LAN connection.

Every Bathomatic system comes with motorised drain with filler option, which is particularly suitable for retro-fit or minimalist installations. It is ideal when manual taps are required. Bathomatic can monitor the water from the manual taps and shuts them off if these are left running and the bath reaches its maximum capacity.

The drain cover and overflow filler are available in nine metal finishes with specials available on request including high precision jewellery options.

Scents and bubbles

Bathomatic will intensify the bathing experience acting on the senses through the subconscious by adding aromas. The fragrance module adds specially formulated high concentration perfumes when filling to enhance a user preset or a particular scenario.

Treat body and soul from a range of twelve carefully chosen herbs and essential oils suitable for aromatherapy treatment. Bubbles and special scents are available on request user preset or a particular scenario.